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ABSTRACT. Well-structured transition systems provide the right foundation to compute a finite basis
of the set of predecessors of the upward closure of a state. Thdual problem, to compute a finite
representation of the set of successors of the downward closure of a state, is harder: Until now, the
theoretical framework for manipulating downward-closed sts was missing. We answer this problem,
using insights from domain theory (dcpos and ideal completions), from topology (sobrifications), and
shed new light on the notion of adequate domains of limits.
1. Introduction
The theory of well-structured transition systems (WSTS) is20 years old [9, 11, 2]. The most
often used result of this theory [11] is the backward algorithm for computing a finite basis of the
set↑ Pre∗(↑ s) of predecessors of the upward closure↑ s of a states. The starting point of this
paper is our desire to compute↓ Post∗(↓ s) in a similar way. We then need a theory to finitely (and
effectively) represent downward-closed sets, much as upward-closed subsets can be represented by
their finite sets of minimal elements. This will serve as a basis for constructing forward procedures.
Thecover, ↓ Post∗(↓ s), contains more information than the set of predecessors↑ Pre∗(↑ s)
because it characterizes a good approximation of the reachability set, while the set of predecessors
describes the states from which the system may fail; the cover may also allow the computation of a
finite-state abstraction of the system as a symbolic graph. Moreover, the backward algorithm needs a
finite basis of the upward closed set of bad states, and its imple entation is, in general, less efficient
than a forward procedure: e.g., for lossy channel systems, although the backward procedure always
terminates, only the non-terminating forward procedure isimplemented in the tool TREX [1].
Except for some partial results [9, 7, 13], a general theory of downward-closed sets is missing.
This may explain the scarcity of forward algorithms for WSTS. Quoting Abdullaet al. [3]: “Finally,
we aim at developing generic methods for building downward closed languages, in a similar manner
to the methods we have developed for building upward closed languages in [2]. This would give a
general theory for forward analysis of infinite state systems, in the same way the work in [2] is for
backward analysis.” Our contribution is to provide such a theory of downward-closed sets.
Key words and phrases:WSTS, forward analysis, completion, Karp-Miller procedure, domain theory, sober spaces,
Noetherian spaces.
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Related Work.Karp and Miller [16] proposed an algorithm that computes a finite representation of
the downward closure of the reachability set of a Petri net. Finkel [9] introduced the WSTS frame-
work and generalized the Karp-Miller procedure to a class ofWSTS. This is done by constructing
the completion of the set of states (by ideals, see Section 3)and in replacing theω-acceleration
of an increasing sequence of states (in Petri nets) by its least upper bound (lub). However, there
are no effective finite representations of downward closed sets in [9]. Emerson and Namjoshi [7]
considered a variant of WSTS (using cpos, but still without atheory of effective finite representa-
tions of downward-closed subsets) for defining a Karp-Miller procedure to broadcast protocols—
termination is then not guaranteed [8]. Abdullaet al. [1] proposed a forward procedure for lossy
channel systems using downward-closed languages, coded asSRE . Ganty, Geeraerts, and others
[13, 12] proposed a forward procedure for solving the coverability problem for WSTS equipped
with an effective adequate domain of limits. This domain ensure that every downward closed set
has a finite representation; but no insight is given how thesedomains can be found or constructed.
They applied this to Petri nets and lossy channel systems. Abdulla et al. [3] proposed another
symbolic framework for dealing with downward closed sets for timed Petri nets.
We shall see that these constructions are special cases of our completions (Section 3). We shall
illustrate this in Section 4, and generalize to a comprehensiv hierarchy of data types in Section 5.
We briefly touch the question of computing approximations ofthe cover in Section 6, although we
shall postpone most of it to future work. We conclude in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
We shall borrow from theories of order, both from the theory of well quasi-orderings, as used
classically in well-structured transition systems [2, 11], and from domain theory [5, 14]. We should
warn the reader that this is one bulky section on preliminaries. We invite her to skip technical points
first, returning to them on demand.
A quasi-ordering≤ is a reflexive and transitive relation on a setX. It is a (partial)ordering iff
it is antisymmetric. A setX equipped with a partial ordering is aposet.
We write≥ the converse quasi-ordering,≈ the equivalence relation≤ ∩ ≥, < associated strict
ordering (≤ \ ≈), and> the converse (≥ \ ≈) of <. The upward closure↑ E of a setE is
{y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E · x ≤ y}. Thedownward closure↓ E is {y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E · y ≤ x}. A subset
E of X is upward closedif and only if E = ↑ E, i.e., any element greater than or equal to some
element inE is again inE. Downward closedsets are defined similarly. When the ambient space
X is not clear from context, we shall write↓X E, ↑X E instead of↓ E, ↑ E.
A quasi-ordering iswell-foundediff it has no infinite strictly descending chain, i.e.,x0 > x1 >
. . . > xi > . . .. An antichain is a set of pairwise incomparable elements. A quasi-ordering is well
if and only it is well-founded and has no infinite antichain.
There are a number of equivalent definitions for well quasi-orderings (wqo). One is that, from
any infinite sequencex0, x1, . . . , xi, . . ., one can extract an infinite ascending chainxi0 ≤ xi1 ≤
. . . ≤ xik ≤ . . ., with i0 < i1 < . . . < ik < . . .. Another one is that any upward closed subset
can be written↑ E, with E finite. Yet another, topological definition [15, Proposition 3.1]is to
say thatX, with its Alexandroff topology, is Noetherian. TheAlexandroff topologyon X is that
whose opens are exactly the upward closed subsets. A subsetK i compact if it satisfies the Heine-
Borel property, i.e., every one may extract a finite subcoverfrom any open cover ofK. A topology
is Noetherianiff every open subset is compact, iff any increasing chain ofopens stabilizes [15,
Proposition 3.2]. We shall cite results from the latter paper as the need evolves.
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We shall be interested in rather particular topological spaces, whose topology arises from order.
A directed familyof X is any non-empty family(xi)i∈I such that, for alli, j ∈ I, there is ak ∈ I
with xi, xj ≤ xk. The Scott topologyon X has as opens all upward closed subsetsU uch that
every directed family(xi)i∈I that has a least upper boundx in X intersectsU , i.e., xi ∈ U for
somei ∈ I. The Scott topology is coarser than the Alexandroff topology, i.e., every Scott-open is
Alexandroff-open (upward closed); the converse fails in geeral. The Scott topology is particularly
interesting ondcpos, i.e., posetsX in which every directed family(xi)i∈I has a least upper bound
supi∈I xi.
The way belowrelation≪ on a posetX is defined byx ≪ y iff, for every directed family
(zi)i∈I that has a least upper boundz ≥ y, thenzi ≥ x for somei ∈ I already. Note thatx ≪ y
implies x ≤ y, and thatx′ ≤ x ≪ y ≤ y′ implies x′ ≪ y′. However,≪ is not reflexive or
irreflexive in general. Write↑↑E = {y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E · x ≪ y}, ↓↓E = {y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E · y ≪ x}.
X is continuousiff, for every x ∈ X, ↓↓x is a directed family, and hasx as least upper bound. One
may be more precise: Abasisis a subsetB of X such that any elementx ∈ X is the least upper
bound of a directed family of elements way belowx in B. ThenX is continuous if and only if it
has a basis, and in this caseX itself is the largest basis. In a continuous dcpo,↑↑x is Scott-open for
all x, and every Scott-open setU is a union of such sets, viz.U =
⋃
x∈U ↑
↑x [5].
X is algebraic iff every elementx is the least upper bound of the set of finite elements below
x—an elementy is finite if and only if y ≪ y. Every algebraic poset is continuous, and has a least
basis, namely its set of finite elements.
N, with its natural ordering, is a wqo and an algebraic poset. All its elements are finite, so
x ≪ y iff x ≤ y. N is not a dcpo, sinceN itself is a directed family without a least upper bound.
Any finite product of continuous posets (resp., continuous dcpos) is again continuous, and the Scott-
topology on the product coincides with the product topology. Any finite product of wqos is a wqo.
In particular,Nk, for any integerk, is a wqo and a continuous poset: this is the set of configurations
of Petri nets.
It is clear how to completeN to make it a cpo: letNω be N with a new elementω such that
n ≤ ω for all n ∈ N. ThenNω is still a wqo, and a continuous cpo, withx ≪ y if and only if x ∈ N
andx ≤ y. In general, completing a wqo is necessary to extend coverability tree techniques [9, 13].
Geeraertset al. (op. cit.) axiomatize the kind of completions they need in the form of so-called
adequate domains of limits. We discuss them in Section 3. For now, let us note that the second
author also proposed to use another notion of completion in aother context, known assobrification
[15]. We need to recap what this is about.
A topological spaceX is always equipped with aspecialization quasi-ordering, which we shall
write ≤ again:x ≤ y if and only if any open subset containingx also containsy. X is T0 if and
only if ≤ is a partial ordering. Given any quasi-ordering≤ on a setX, both the Alexandroff and the
Scott topologies admit≤ as specialization quasi-ordering. In fact, the Alexandroff topology is the
finest (the one with the most opens) having this property. Thecoarsest is called theupper topology;
its opens are arbitrary unions of complements of sets of the form ↓ E, E finite. The latter sets↓ E,
with E finite, will play an important role, and we call them thefinitary closedsubsets. Note that
finitary closed subsets are closed in the upper, Scott, and Alexandroff topologies, recalling that a
subset isclosediff its complement is open. Theclosurecl(A) of a subsetA of X is the smallest
closed subset containingA. A closed subsetF is irreducible if and only if F is non-empty, and
wheneverF ⊆ F1 ∪ F2 with F1, F2 closed, thenF ⊆ F1 or F ⊆ F2. The finitary closed subset
↓ x = cl({x}) (x ∈ X) is always irreducible. A spaceX is soberiff every irreducible closed subset
F is the closure of a unique point, i.e.,F = ↓ x for some uniquex. Any sober space isT0, and
any continuous cpo is sober in its Scott topology. Conversely, given aT0 spaceX, the spaceS(X)
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436 A. FINKEL AND J. GOUBAULT-LARRECQ
of all irreducible closed subsets ofX, equipped with upper topology of the inclusion ordering⊆, is
always sober, and the mapηS : x 7→ ↑ x is a topological embedding ofX insideS(X). S(X) is
thesobrificationof X, and can be thought asX together with all missing limits fromX. Note in
particular that a sober space is always a cpo in its specialization ordering [5, Proposition 7.2.13].
It is an enlightening exercise to check thatS(N) is Nω. Also, the topology onS(N) (the upper
topology) coincides with that ofNω (the Scott topology). In general,X is Noetherian if and only
if S(X) is Noetherian [15, Proposition 6.2], however the upper and Scott topologies do not always
coincide [15, Section 7]. In case of ambiguity, given any poset X, we writeXa the spaceX with
its Alexandroff topology.
Another important construction is theHoare powerdomainH(X) of X, whose elements are
the closed subsets ofX, ordered by inclusion. (We do allow the empty set.) We again equip it with
the corresponding upper topology.
3. Completions of Wqos
One of the central problems of our study is the definition of acompletionof a wqoX, with all
missing limits added. Typically, the Karp-Miller construction [16] works not withNk, but withNkω.
We examine several ways to achieve this, and argue that they are the same, up to some details.
ADLs, WADLs.We start with Geeraertset al.’s axiomatization of so-calledadequate domain of
limits for well-quasi-ordered setsX [13]. No explicit constructions for such adequate domains of
limits is given, and they have to be found by trial and error. Our main result, below, is that there is
a unique least adequate domain of limits: thesobrificationS(Xa) of Xa. (Recall thatXa is X with
its Alexandroff topology.) This not only gives a concrete construction of such an adequate domain
of limits, but also shows that we do not have much freedom in defining one.
An adequate domain of limits[13] (ADL) for a well-ordered setX is a triple(L,, γ) where
L is a set disjoint fromX (the set oflimits); (L1) the mapγ : L ∪ X → P(X) is such thatγ(z) is
downward closed for allz ∈ L ∪ X, andγ(x) = ↓X x for all non-limit pointsx ∈ X; (L2) there
is a limit point⊤ ∈ L such thatγ(⊤) = X; (L3) z  z′ if and only if γ(z) ⊆ γ(z′); and (L4) for
any downward closed subsetD of X, there is a finite subsetE ⊆ L∪X such that̂γ(E) = D. Here
γ̂(E) =
⋃
z∈E γ(z).
Requirement (L2) in [13] only serves to ensure that all closed subsets ofL ∪ X can be repre-
sented as↓L∪X E for some finite subsetE: the closed subsetL∪X itself is then exactly↓L∪X {⊤}.
However, (L2) is unnecessary for this, sinceL ∪ X already equals↓L∪X E by (L3), whereE is
the finite subset ofL ∪ X such that̂γ(E) = L ∪ X as ensured by (L4). Accordingly, we drop
requirement (L2):
Definition 3.1 (WADL) . Let X be a poset. Aweak adequate domain of limits(WADL) on X is any
triple (L,, γ) satisfying (L1), (L3), and (L4).
Proposition 3.2. LetX be a poset. Given a WADL( ,, γ) onX, γ defines an order-isomorphism
from (L ∪ X,) to some subset ofH(Xa) containingS(Xa).
Conversely, assumeX wqo, and letY be any subset ofH(Xa) containingS(Xa). Then(Y \
ηS(Xa),, γ) is a weak adequate domain of limits, whereγ maps eachx ∈ X to ↓X x and each
F ∈ Y \ ηS(Xa) to itself; is defined by requirement (L3).
Proof. The Alexandroff-closed subsets ofX are just its downward-closed subsets. Soγ(z) is in
H(Xa) for all z, by (L1). Let Y be the image ofγ. By (L3), γ defines an order-isomorphism of
L ∪ X onto Y . It remains to show thatY must containS(Xa). Let F be any irreducible closed
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WSTS I: COMPLETIONS 437
subset ofXa. By (L4), there is a finite subsetE ⊆ L ∪ X such thatF =
⋃
x∈E γ(x). SinceF is
irreducible, there must be a singlex ∈ E such thatF = γ(x). SoF is in Y .
Conversely, letX be wqo,L = Y \ ηS(Xa), andγ,  be as in the Lemma. Properties (L1)
and (L3) hold by definition. For (L4), note thatXa is a Noetherian space, henceS(Xa) is, too
[15, Proposition 6.2]. However, by [15, Corollary 6.5], every closed subset of a sober Noetherian
space is finitary. In particular, take any downward closed subsetD of X. This is closed inXa,
hence its imageηS(D) by the topological embeddingηS is closed inηS(Xa), i.e., is of the form
ηS(Xa) ∩ F for some closed subsetF of S(Xa). Also, D = η
−1
S (F ). SinceS(Xa) is both sober
and Noetherian,F is finitary, hence is the downward-closure↓S(X) E
′ of some finite subsetE′ in
S(X). LetE be the set consisting of the (limit) elements inE′ ∩L, and of the (non-limit) elements
x ∈ X such that↓X x ∈ E′. We obtain̂γ(E) =
⋃
z∈E′ z. On the other hand,D = η
−1
S (F ) = {x ∈
X | ↓ x ∈↓S(X) E
′} = {x ∈ X | ∃z ∈ E′ · ↓ x ⊆ z} =
⋃
z∈E′ z = γ̂(E). So (L4) holds.
I.e., up to the coding functionγ, there is a uniqueminimal WADL on any given wqoX:
its sobrificationS(Xa). There is also a unique largest one: its Hoare powerdomainH(Xa). An
adequate domain of limits in the sense of Geeraertset al. [13], i.e., one that additionally satisfies
(L2) is, up to isomorphism, any subset ofH(Xa) containingS(Xa) plus the special closed setX
itself as top element. We contend thatS(Xa) is, in general, the sole WADL worth considering.
Ideal completions.We have already argued thatS(X), for any Noetherian spaceX, was in a sense
of completion ofX, adding missing limits. Another classical construction toadd limits to some
posetX is its ideal completionIdl(X). The elements of the ideal completion ofX are itsideals,
i.e., its downward-closed directed families, ordered by inclusion. Idl(X) can be visualized as a
form of Cauchy completion ofX: we add all missing limits of directed families(xi)i∈I from
X, by declaring these families to be their limits, equating two families when they have the same
downward-closure. InIdl(X), the finite elements are the elements ofX; formally, the mapηIdl :
X → Idl(X) that sendsx to ↓ x is an embedding, and the finite elements ofIdl(X) are those of
the formηIdl(x). It turns out that sobrification and ideal completion coincide, in a strong sense:
Proposition 3.3([17]). For any posetX, S(Xa) = Idl(X).
This is not just an isomorphism: the irreducible closed subsets ofXa areexactlythe ideals.
Note also thatIdl(X) is always an algebraic dcpo [5, Proposition 2.2.22, Item 4].
WhenX is wqo, any downward-closed subset ofX is afinite union of ideals. So(Idl(X) \
X,⊆, id) is a WADL onX. Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 entail this, and a bit more:
Theorem 3.4. For any wqoX, S(Xa) = Idl(X) is the smallest WADL onX.
Well-based continuous cpos.There is a natural notion of limit in dcpos: whenever(xi)i∈I is a
directed family, considersupi∈I xi. Starting from a wqoX, it is then natural to look at some dcpo
Y that would containX as a basis. In particular,Y would be continuous. This prompts us to define
awell-based continuous dcpoas one that has a well-ordered basis—namely the original poset X.
This has several advantages. First, in general there are several notions of “sets of limits” of
a given subsetA ⊆ Y , but we shall see that they all coincide in continuous posets. Such sets of
limits are important, because these are what we would like Karp-Miller-like procedures to compute,
through acceleration techniques. Here are the possible notions. First, defineLubY (A) as the set
of all least upper bounds inY of directed families inA. Second,IndY (A), the inductive hullof
A in Y , is the smallest sub-dcpo ofY containingA. Finally, the (Scott-topological) closurecl(A)
of A. It is well-known thatcl(A) is the smallestdownward closedsub-dcpo ofY containingA.
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438 A. FINKEL AND J. GOUBAULT-LARRECQ
(Recall that any open is upward closed, so that any closed setmust be downward closed.) In any
dcpoY , one hasA ⊆ LubY (A) ⊆ IndY (A) ⊆ cl(A), and all inclusions are strict in general. E.g.,
in Y = Nω, takeA to be the set of even numbers. ThenLubY (A) = IndY (A) = A ∪ {ω} while
cl(A) = Nω. While LubY (A) = IndY (A) in this case, there are cases whereLubY (A) is itself not
closed under least upper bounds of directed families, and one has to iterate theLubY operator to
computeIndY (A). On continuous posets however, all these notions coincide [10, Appendix A].
Proposition 3.5. Let Y be a continuous poset. Then, for every downward-closed subset A of Y ,
IndY (A) = LubY (A) = cl(A).
We shall use this in Section 6. The key point now is that, again, well-based continuous dcpos
coincide with completions of the formS(Xa) or Idl(X), and are therefore WADLs [10, Appen-
dix B]. This even holds for continuous dcpos having a well-founded (not well-ordered) basis:
Proposition 3.6. Any continuous dcpoY with a well-founded basis is order-isomorphic toIdl(X)
for some well-ordered setX. One may take the subset of finite elements ofX for Y . If Y is well-
based, thenX is well-ordered.
4. Some Concrete WADLs
We now build WADLs for several concrete posetsX. Following Proposition 3.2, it suffices to
characterizeS(Xa). AlthoughS(Xa) = Idl(X) (Proposition 3.3), the mathematics ofS(Xa) is
easier to deal with thanIdl(X).
Nk. We start withX = Nk, with the pointwise ordering. We have already recalled from[15]
that S(Nka) was, up to isomorphism,(Nω)
k, ordered with the pointwise ordering, whereω is a
new element above any natural number. This is the structure used in the standard Karp-Miller
construction for Petri nets [16].
Σ∗. Let Σ be a finite alphabet. Thedivisibility ordering | on Σ∗, a.k.a. the subsequence (non-
continuous subword) ordering, is defined bya1a2 . . . an | w0a1w1a2 . . . anwn, for any letters
a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ Σ and wordsw0, w1, . . . , wn ∈ Σ∗. There is a more general definition, where
letters themselves are quasi-well-ordered. Our definitions the special case where the wqo on let-
ters is=, and is the one required in verifying lossy channel systems [4]. Higman’s Lemma states
that | is wqo onΣ∗.
Any upward closed subsetU of Σ∗ is then of the form↑ E, with E finite. For any element
w = a1a2 . . . an of E, ↑ w is the regular languageΣ∗a1Σ∗a2Σ∗ . . . Σ∗anΣ∗. Forward analysis
of lossy channel systems is instead based on simple regular expressions (SREs). Recall from [1]
that anatomic expressionis any regular expression of the forma?, with a ∈ Σ, or A∗, whereA is
a non-empty subset ofΣ. WhenA = {a1, . . . , am}, we takeA∗ to denote(a1 + . . . + am)
∗; a?
denotes{a, ǫ}. A product is any regular expression of the forme1e2 . . . en (n ∈ N), where eachei
is an atomic expression. Asimple regular expression, or SRE, is a sum, either∅ or P1 + . . . + Pk,
whereP1, . . . , Pk are products. Sum is interpreted as union. That SREs and products are relevant
here is no accident, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 4.1. The elements ofS(Σ∗a) are exactly the denotations of products. The downward
closed subsets ofΣ∗ are exactly the denotations of SREs.
Proof. The second part is well-known. IfF = P1 + . . . + Pk is irreducible closed, then by irre-
ducibility k must equal1, henceF is denoted by a product. Conversely, it is easy to show that any
product denotes an ideal, hence an element ofIdl(X) = S(Xa) (Proposition 3.3).
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Inclusion between products can then be checked in quadratictime [1]. Inclusion between SREs
can be checked in polynomial time, too, because of the remarkable property thatP1 + . . . + Pm ⊆
P ′1 + . . . + P
′
n if and only if, for everyi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), there is aj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) with Pi ⊆ P
′
j [1,
Lemma 1].Similar lemmas are given by Abdullaet al. [3, Lemma 3, Lemma 4] for more general
notions of SREs on words on infinite alphabets, and for a similar notion for finite multisets of
elements from a finite set (both will be special cases of our constructions of Section 5). This is
again no accident, and is a general fact about Noetherian space :
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a Noetherian space, e.g., a wqo with its Alexandroff topology. Every
closed subsetF of X is a finite union of irreducible closed subsetsC1, . . . , Cm. If C ′1, . . . , C
′
n are
also irreducible closed, ThenC1 ∪ . . .∪Cm ⊆ C ′1 ∪ . . .∪C
′
n if and only if for everyi (1 ≤ i ≤ m),
there is aj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) with Ci ⊆ C ′j .
Proof. For the first part, by the results of [15],S(X) is Noetherian and sober, which entails thatF
can be written↓ {x1, . . . , xm}; now takeCi = η
−1
S (↓ xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m (see [10, Appendix C] for
details). The second part is an easy consequence of irreducibility.
Proposition 4.2 suggests to represent closed subsets ofX as finite subsetsA of S(X), inter-
preted as the closed set
⋃
C∈A C. WhenX = Σ
∗
a, A is a finite set of products, i.e., an SRE. When
X = Nka, A is a finite subset ofN
k
ω, interpreted as↓ A ∩ N
k.
Finite Trees.All the examples given above are well-known. Here is one thatis new, and also more
involved than the previous ones. LetF be a finite signature of function symbols with their arities.
We letFk the set of function symbols of arityk; F0 is the set ofconstants, and is assumed to be
non-empty. The setT (F) is the set of ground terms built fromF . Kruskal’s Tree Theorem states
that this is well-quasi-ordered by theomeomorphic embeddingordering, defined as the smallest
relation such that, wheneveru = f(u1, . . . , um) andv = g(v1, . . . , vn), u  v if and only if u  vj
for somej, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, or f = g, m = n, andu1  v1, u2  v2, . . . ,um  vm. (As for Σ∗, we take
a special case, where each function has fixed arity.)
The structure ofS(T (F)a) is described using an extension of SREs to the tree case. Thisuses
regular tree expressions as defined in [6, Section 2.2]. LetK be a countably infinite set of additional
constants, calledholes2. Most tree regular expressions are self-explanatory, except Kleene star
L∗,2 and concatenationL.2L′. The latter denotes the set of all terms obtained from a termin L
by replacing all occurrences of2 by (possibly different) terms fromL′. The language of a hole2
is just{2}. L∗,2 is the infinite union of the languages of2, L, L.2L, L.2L.2L, etc.
Definition 4.3 (STRE). Tree productsandproduct iteratorsare defined inductively by:
• Every hole2 is a tree product.
• f ?(P1, . . . , Pk) is a tree product, for anyf ∈ Σk and any tree productsP1, . . . , Pk. We take
f ?(P1, . . . , Pk) as an abbreviation forf(P1, . . . , Pk) + P1 + . . . + Pk.
• (
∑n
i=1 Ci)
∗,2.2P is a tree product, for any tree productP , anyn ≥ 1, and any product
iteratorsCi over2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We write
∑n
i=1 Ci for C1 + C2 + . . . + Cn.
• f(P1, . . . , Pk) is a product iterator over2 for anyf ∈ Σk, where: 1. eachPi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k is
either2 itself or a tree product such that2 is not in the language ofPi; and 2.Pi = 2 for
somei, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
A simple tree regular expression(STRE) is a finite sum of tree products.
A tree regular expression isclosediff it has no free hole, where a hole is free inf(L1, . . . , Lk),
L1 + . . . + Lk, or in f ?(L1, . . . , Lk) iff it is free in someLi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k; the only free hole in2 is
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2 itself; the free holes ofL∗,2 are those ofL, plus2; the free holes ofL.2L′ are those ofL′, plus
those ofL except2. E.g.,f ?(a?, b?) and(f(2, g?(a?)) + f(g?(b?),2))∗,2.2f ?(a?, b?) are closed
tree products. Then [10, Appendix D]:
Theorem 4.4. The elements ofS(T (F)a) are exactly the denotations of closed tree products. The
downward closed subsets ofT (F) are exactly the denotations of closed STREs. Inclusion is decid-
able in polynomial time for tree products and for STREs.
5. A Hierarchy of Data Types
The sobrification WADL can be computed in a compositional way, as we now show. Consider
the following grammar of data types of interest in verification:
D ::= N natural numbers
| A≤ finite setA, quasi-ordered by≤
| D1 × . . . × Dk finite product
| D1 + . . . + Dk finite, disjoint sum
| D∗ finite words
| D⊛ finite multisets
By compositional, we mean that the sobrification of any data typeD is computed in terms of the
sobrifications of its arguments. E.g.,S(D∗a) will be expressed as some extended form of products
overS(Da). The semantics of data types is the intuitive one. Finite products are quasi-ordered
by the pointwise quasi-ordering, finite disjoint sums by comparing elements in each summand—
elements from different summands are incomparable. For anyposetX (even infinite),X∗ is the set
of finite words overX ordered by theembeddingquasi-ordering≤∗: w ≤∗ w′ iff, writing w as the
sequence ofm lettersa1a2 . . . am, one can writew′ asw0a′1w1a
′
2w2 . . . wm−1a
′
mw
′
m with a1 ≤ a
′
1,
a2 ≤ a
′
2, . . . ,am ≤ a
′
m. X
⊛ is the set of finite multisets{|x1, . . . , xn|} of elements ofX, and is
quasi-ordered by≤⊛, defined as:{|x1, x2, . . . , xm|} ≤⊛ {|y1, y2, . . . , yn|} iff there is an injective
mapr : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n} such thatxi ≤ yr(i) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. When≤ is just
equality,m ≤⊛ m′ iff every element ofm occurs at least as many times inm′ as inm: this is the
≤m quasi-ordering considered, on finite setsX, by Abdullaet al. [3, Section 2].
The analogue of products and SREs forD∗ is given by the following definition, which gen-
eralizes theΣ∗ case of Section 4. Note thatD is in general aninfinite alphabet, as in [3]. The
following definition should be compared with [1]. The only meaningful difference is the replace-
ment of(a + ǫ), wherea is a letter, withC?, whereC ∈ S(Xa). It should also be compared with
theword language generatorsof [3, Section 6]. Indeed, the latter are exactly our products onA⊛,
whereA is a finite alphabet (in our notation,A≤, with ≤ given as equality).
Definition 5.1 (Product, SRE). Let X be a topological space. LetX∗ be the set of finite words
on X. For anyA,B ⊆ X∗, let AB be {ww′ | w ∈ A,w′ ∈ B}, A∗ be the set of words onA,
A? = A ∪ {ǫ}.
Atomic expressionsare either of the formC?, with C ∈ S(X), or A∗, with A a non-empty
finite subset ofS(X). Productsare finite sequencese1e2 . . . ek, k ∈ N, andSREsare finite sums of
products. The denotation of atomic expressions is given by
q
C?
y
= C?, JA∗K = (
⋃
C∈A JCK)∗; of
products byJe1e2 . . . ekK = Je1K Je2K . . . JekK; of SREs byJP1 + . . . + PkK =
⋃k
i=1 JPiK.
Atomic expressions are ordered byC? ⊑ C ′? iff C ⊆ C ′; C? ⊑ A′∗ iff C ⊆ C ′ for some
C ′ ∈ A′; A∗ 6⊑ C ′?; A∗ ⊑ A′∗ iff for every C ∈ A, there is aC ′ ∈ A′ with C ⊆ C ′. Products are
quasi-ordered byeP ⊑ e′P ′ iff (1) e 6⊑ e′ andeP ⊑ P ′, or (2) e = C?, e′ = C ′?, C ⊆ C ′ and
P ⊑ P ′, or (3)e′ = A′∗, e ⊑ A′∗ andP ⊑ e′P ′. We let≡ be⊑ ∩ ⊒.
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Definition 5.2 (⊛-Product,⊛-SRE). Let X be a topological space. For anyA,B ⊆ X, let A ⊙
B = {m ⊎ m′ | m ∈ A,m′ ∈ B}, A⊛ be the set of multisets comprised of elements fromA,
A
g? = {{|x|} | x ∈ A} ∪ {∅}, where∅ is the empty multiset.
The⊛-productsP are the expressions of the formA⊛ ⊙C
g?
1 ⊙ . . .⊙C
g?
n , whereA is a finite
subset ofS(X), n ∈ N, andC1, . . . , Cn ∈ S(X). Their denotationJP K is (
⋃
C∈A C)
⊛⊙ JC1K
g? ⊙
. . .⊙ JCnK
g? . They are quasi-ordered byP ⊑ P ′, whereP = A⊛ ⊙C
g?
1 ⊙C
g?
2 ⊙ . . .⊙C
g?
m and
P ′ = A′⊛⊙C ′1
g? ⊙C ′2
g? ⊙ . . .⊙C ′n
g? , iff: (1) for everyC ∈ A, there is aC ′ ∈ A′ with C ⊆ C ′,
and (2) lettingI be the subset of those indicesi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such thatCi ⊆ C ′ for no C ′ ∈ A′,
there is an injective mapr : I → {1, . . . , n} such thatCi ⊆ C ′r(i) for all i ∈ I. Let≡ be⊑ ∩ ⊒.
Theorem 5.3. For every data typeD, S(Da) is Noetherian, and is computed by:S(Na) = Nω;
S(A≤a) = A≤; S((D1 × . . . × Dk)a) = S(D1a) × . . . × S(Dka); S((D1 + . . . + Dk)a) =
S(D1a)+. . .+S(Dka); S(D
∗) is the set of products onD modulo≡, ordered by⊑ (Definition 5.1);
S(D⊛) is the set of⊛-products onD modulo≡, ordered by⊑ (Definition 5.2).
For any data typeD, equality and ordering (inclusion) inS(Da) is decidable in the polynomial
hierarchy.
Proof. We show thatS(Da) is Noetherian and is computed as given above, by induction onthe
construction ofD. We in fact prove the following two facts separately: (1)S(D) is Noetherian (D,
notDa), whereD is topologized in a suitable way, and (2)D = Da.
To show (1), we topologizeN andA≤ with their Alexandroff topologies, sums and products
with the sum and product topologies respectively;X∗ with thesubword topology, viz. the smallest
containing the open subsetsX∗U1X∗U2X∗ . . . X∗UnX∗, n ∈ N, U1, U2, . . . ,Un open inX; and
X⊛ with thesub-multiset topology, namely the smallest containing the subsetsX⊛ ⊙ U1 ⊙ U2 ⊙
. . . ⊙ Un, n ∈ N, whereU1, U2, . . . , Un are open subsets ofX. The case ofN has already been
discussed above. WhenA≤ is finite, it is both Noetherian and sober. The case of finite products is
by [15, Section 6], that of finite sums by [15, Section 4]. The cases ofX∗, resp.X⊛, are dealt with
in [10, Appendices E, F].
To show (2), we appeal to a series of coincidence lemmas, showing that(X∗)a = X
∗
a and that
(X⊛)a = X
⊛
a notably. The other cases are obvious.
Finally, we show that inclusion and equality are decidable in the polynomial hierarchy. For
this, we show in the appendices that inclusion onS(D∗) is ⊑ on products, and is decidable by a
polynomial time algorithm modulo calls to an oracle deciding i clusion inS(D). This is by dynamic
programming. Inclusion inS(D⊛) is ⊑ on ⊛-products, and is decidable by a non-deterministic
polynomial time algorithm modulo a similar oracle. We conclude since the orderings onNω and on
A≤ are polynomial-time decidable, while inclusion inS(D1 × . . .×Dk) ∼= S(D1)× . . .×S(Dk)
and inS(D1 + . . . + Dk) ∼= S(D1) + . . . + S(Dk) are polynomial time modulo oracles deciding
inclusion inS(Di), 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Look at some special cases of this construction. First,Nk is the data typeN × . . . × N, and we
retrieve thatS(Nk) = Nkω. Second, whenA is a finite alphabet,A
∗ is given by products, as given in
theΣ∗ paragraph of Section 4; i.e., we retrieve the products (and SREs) of Abdullaet al. [1]. The
more complicated case(A⊛)∗ was dealt with by Abdullaet al. [3]. We note that the elements of
S((A⊛)∗a) are exactly theirword language generators, which we retrieve here in a principled way.
Additionally, we can deal with more complex data structuressuch as, e.g.,(((N × A≤)∗ × N)⊛)⊛.
Finally, note that (1) and (2) are two separate concerns in the proof of Theorem 5.3. If we
are ready to relinquish orderings for the more general topological route, as advocated in [15], we
could also enrich our grammar of data types with infinite constructions such asP(D), whereP(D)
is interpreted as the powerset ofD with the so-called lower Vietoris topology. In fact,S(P(X)) ∼=
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H(X) is Noetherian wheneverX is, and its elements can be represented asfinitesubsetsA of S(X),
interpreted as
⋃
C∈A C [10, Appendix G]. In a sense, whileS(Xa) = Idl(X) for all ordered spaces
X, the sobrification construction is more robust than the ideal completion.
6. Completing WSTS, or: Towards Forward Procedures Computing the Cover
We show how one may use our completions on wqos to deal with forward analysis of well-
structured systems. We shall describe this in more detail innother paper. First note that any data
typeD of Section 5 is suited to applying the expand, enlarge and check algorithm [13] out of the
box to this end, since thenS(Da) is (the least) WADL forD. We instead explore extensions of
the Karp-Miller procedure [16], in the spirit of Finkel [9] or Emerson and Namjoshi [7]. While the
latter assumes an already built completion, we construct it. Also, we make explicit how this kind of
acceleration-based procedure really computes the cover, i.e.,↓ Post∗(↓ x), in Proposition 6.1.
Recall that awell-structured transition system(WSTS) is a tripleS = (X,≤, (δi)ni=1), where
X is well-quasi-ordered by≤, and eachδi : X → X is a partial monotonic transition function.
(By “partial monotonic” we mean that the domain ofδi is upward closed, andδi is monotonic on
its domain.) LettingPre(A) =
⋃n
i=1 δ
−1
i (A), Pre
0(A) = A, andPre∗(A) =
⋃
k∈N Pre
k(A),
it is well-known that any upward closed subset ofX is of the form↑ E for some finiteE ⊆ X,
and thatPre∗(↑ E) is an upward-closed subset↑ E′, E′ finite, that arises as
⋃m
k=0 Pre
k(↑ E) for
somem ∈ N. Hence, provided≤ is decidable andδ−1i (↑ E) is computable for each finiteE, it is
decidable whetherx ∈ Pre∗(↑ E), i.e., whether one may reach↑ E from x in finitely many steps.
It is equivalent to check whethery ∈ ↓ Post∗(↓ x) for somey ∈ E, wherePost(A) =
⋃n
i=1 δi(A),
Post0(A) = A, andPost∗(A) =
⋃
k∈N Post
k(A).
All the existing symbolic procedures that attempt to compute ↓ Post∗(↓ x), even with a fi-
nite number of accelerations (e.g., Fast, Trex, Lash), can only compute subsets of the larger set
Lub(↓ Post∗(↓ x)). In general,Lub(↓ Post∗(↓ x)) does not admit a finite representation. On
the other hand, we know that the Scott-closurecl(Post∗(↓ x)), as a closed subset ofIdl(X) (in-
tersected withX itself), is always finitary. Indeed, it is also a closed subset of S(Xa) (Proposi-
tion 3.3), which is represented as the downward closure of finitely many elements ofS(Xa). Since
Y = Idl(X) is continuous, Proposition 3.5 allows us to conclude thatLubY (↓ Post∗(↓ x)) =
cl(Post∗(↓ x)) is finitary—hence representable providedX is one of the data types of Section 5.
This leads to the following construction. Any partial monotonic mapf : X → Y between
quasi-ordered sets lifts to acontinuouspartial mapSf : S(Xa) → S(Ya): for each irreducible
closed subset (a.k.a., ideal)C of S(Xa), eitherC ∩ dom f 6= ∅ andSf(C) = ↓ f(C) = {y ∈ Y |
∃x ∈ C ∩ dom f · y ≤ f(x)}, or C ∩ dom f = ∅ andSf(C) is undefined. Thecompletionof a
WSTSS = (X,≤, (δi)ni=1) is then the transition system̂S = (S(Xa),⊆, (Sδi)
n
i=1).
For example, whenX = Nk, andS is a Petri net with transitionsδi defined asδi(~x) = ~x + ~di
(where~di ∈ Zk; this is defined whenever~x + ~d ∈ Nk), thenŜ is the transition system whose set of
states isS(X) = Nkω, and whose transition functions are:Sδi(~x) = ~x + ~di, whenever this has only
non-negative coordinates, taking the convention thatω + d = ω for anyd ∈ Z.
We may emulate lossy channel systems through the followingfu ctional-lossychannel systems
(FLCS). For simplicity, we assume just one channel and no local state; the general case would only
make the presentation more obscure. An FLCS differs from an LCS in that it loses only the least
amount of messages needed to enable transitions. TakeX = Σ∗ for some finite alphabetΣ of
messages; the transitions are either of the formδi(w) = wai for some fixed letterai (sendingai onto
the channel), or of the formδi(w) = w2 wheneverw is of the formw1aiw2, with w1 not containing
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ai (expecting to receiveai). Any LCS is cover-equivalent to the FLCS with the same sendsand
receives, where two systems arecover-equivalentif and only if they have the same sets↓ Post∗(F )
for any downward-closedF . EquatingS(Σ∗a) with the set of products, as advocated in Section 4,
we find that transition functions of the first kind lift toSδi(P ) = Pa?i , while transition functions
of the second kind lift to:Sδi(ǫ) is undefined,Sδi(a?P ) = Sδi(P ) if ai 6= a, Sδi(a?i P ) = P ,
Sδi(A
∗P ) = Sδi(P ) if ai 6∈ A, Sδi(A∗P ) = A∗P otherwise. This is exactly how Trex computes
successors [1, Lemma 6].
In general, the results of Section 5 allow us to use any domainof datatypesD for the state space
X of S. The construction̂S then generalizes all previous constructions, which used tobe defined
specifically for each datatype.
The Karp-Miller algorithm in Petri nets, or the Trex procedure for lossy channel systems, gives
information about the cover↓ Post∗(↓ x). This is true ofanycompletionŜ as constructed above:
Proposition 6.1. LetS be a WSTS. Let̂Post be thePost map of the completion̂S. For any closed
subsetF ofS(Xa), P̂ ost(F ) = cl(Post(F ∩X)), andP̂ ost
∗
(F ) = cl(Post∗(F ∩X)). Hence, for
any downward closed subsetF of X, ↓ Post(F ) = X ∩ P̂ ost(F ), ↓ Post∗(F ) = X ∩ P̂ ost
∗
(F ).
Proof. Let F be closed inS(Xa). P̂ ost(F ) =
⋃n
i=1 cl(δi(F )) = cl(
⋃n
i=1 δi(F )) = cl(Post(F )),
since closure commutes with (arbitrary) unions. We then claim thatP̂ ost
k
(F ) = cl(Postk(F )) for
eachk ∈ N. This is by induction onk. The casesk = 0, 1 are obvious. Whenk ≥ 2, we use
the fact that, for any continuous partial mapf : (∗) cl(f(cl(A))) = cl(f(A)). ThenP̂ ost
k
(F ) =
⋃n
i=1 cl(δi(P̂ ost
k−1
(F ))) =
⋃n
i=1 cl(δi(cl(Post
k−1(F )))) =
⋃n
i=1 cl(δi(Post
k−1(F ))) (by (∗))
= cl(Postk(F )). Finally, P̂ ost
∗
(F ) =
⋃
k∈N P̂ ost
k
(F ) =
⋃
k∈N cl(Post
k(F )) = cl(Post∗(F )).
We conclude, since for anyA ⊆ X, ↓ A is the closure ofA in Xa; the topology ofXa is the
subspace topology of that ofS(Xa); so, writingcl for closure inS(Xa), ↓ A = X ∩ cl(A).
Writing F as the finite unionC1∪. . .∪Ck, whereC1, . . . , Ck ∈ S(Xa), P̂ ost(F ) is computable
as
⋃
1≤i1,...,in≤k
Sδ1(Ci1)∪ . . .∪Sδn(Cin), assumingSδi computable for eachi. (We takeSδj(Ci)
to mean∅ if undefined, for notational convenience.) AlthoughSδi may be uncomputable even
whenδi is, it is computable on most WSTS in use. This holds, for example, for Petri nets and lossy
channel systems, as exemplified above.
So it is easy to compute↓ Post(↓ x), as (the intersection ofX with) P̂ ost(↓ x). Computing
↓ Post∗(↓ x) (our goal) is also easily computed aŝPost
∗
(↓ x) (intersected withX again), using
acceleration techniques for loops. This is what the Karp-Miller construction does for Petri nets, what
Trex does for lossy channel systems [1]. (We examine terminatio issues below.) Our framework
generalizes all these procedures, using a weak acceleration assumption, whereby we assume that
we can compute the least upper bound of the values of loops iteratedk times,k ∈ N. For any
continuous partial mapg : Y → Y (with open domain) on a dcpoY , let the iteration g be the
map of domaindom g such thatg(y) is the least upper bound of(gk(y))k∈N if y < g(y), andg(y)
otherwise. Let∆ = {Sδ1, . . . ,Sδn}, ∆∗ be the set of all composites of finitely many maps from
∆. Our acceleration assumptionis that one can computeg(y) for anyg ∈ ∆∗, y ∈ S(Xa). The
following procedure then computes↓ Post∗(↓ x), as (the intersection ofX with) P̂ ost
∗
(↓ x), itself
represented as a finite union of elements ofS(Xa): initially, let A be{x}; then, whileP̂ ost(A) 6⊆
↓ A, choose fairly(g, a) ∈ ∆∗ × A such thata ∈ dom g and addg(a) to A. If this terminates,A
is a finite set whose downward closure is exactly↓ Post∗(↓ x). Despite its simplicity, this is the
essence of the Karp-Miller procedure, generalized to a large class of spacesX.
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Termination is ensured for flat systems, i.e., systems whosec ntrol graph has no nested loop, as
one only has to compute the effect of a finite number of loops. In general, the procedure terminates
on cover-flattablesystems, that is systems that are cover-equivalent to some flat system. Petri nets
are cover-flattable, while, e.g., not all LCS are: recall that, in an LCS,↓ Post∗(↓ x) is always
representable as an SRE, however not effectively so.
7. Conclusion and Perspectives
We have developed the first comprehensive theory of downward-closed subsets, as required for
a general understanding of forward analysis techniques of WSTS. This generalizes previous domain
proposals on tuples of natural numbers, on words, on multisets, allowing for nested datatypes, and
infinite alphabets. Each of these domains is effective, in the sense that each has finite presenta-
tions with a decidable ordering. We have also shown how the notio f sobrificationS(Xa) was
in a sense inevitable (Section 3), and described how this applied to compute downward closures
of reachable sets of configurations in WSTS (Section 6). We plan to describe such new forward
analysis algorithms, in more detail, in papers to come.
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